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List of Received Publications from September 2010 to March 2011

[JAPAN]
Research Reports From The MOA Health Science Foundation, Vol.13
Research Reports From The MOA Health Science Foundation, Vol.13
Society Guide, IHIYAKU PUBLISHERS, January 2010
The Japanese journal of Parapsychology Vol.14, No.1,2, 2009
The 17th Meeting of the Japan Mibyou System Association
The Journal of Mind Body Science Vol.19, No.1 May 2010
SCI FORUM, Japan Science Support Foundation 2010.8
HOLISTIC News Letter Vol.78
PSYCHICAL RESEARCH AND SPIRITUALISM,No.762, 2010
PSYCHICAL RESEARCH AND SPIRITUALISM,No.763, 2010
PSYCHICAL RESEARCH AND SPIRITUALISM,No.764, 2010
PSYCHICAL RESEARCH AND SPIRITUALISM,No.765, 2010
The Japanese journal of Parapsychology Vol.14, No.1,2, 2009
For Your Health & Vigor, September 2010
For Your Health & Vigor, October 2010
For Your Health & Vigor, November 2010
For Your Health & Vigor, December 2010
For Your Health & Vigor, January 2011
For Your Health & Vigor, February 2011
New Medicine Japan No.429, 2011
New Medicine Japan No.430, 2011
New Medicine Japan No.431, 2011
The Journal of Mind Body Science Vol.19, No.1 May 2010
J Stage News No.25

[CHINA]
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATED TRADITIONAL AND WESTERN MEDICINE Vol.30, No. 1, 2010
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATED TRADITIONAL AND WESTERN MEDICINE Vol.30, No. 4, 2010
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATED TRADITIONAL AND WESTERN MEDICINE Vol.30, No. 5, 2010
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATED TRADITIONAL AND WESTERN MEDICINE Vol.30, No. 6, 2010
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE Vol.16, No. 1, 2010
CHINESE Journal of INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE Vol.16, No. 2, 2010

[BRAZIL]
IV ENCONTRO PSI PARAPSICOLOGIA & PSICIOLOGIA, XXVII Simposio
VI ENCONTRO PSI References of the Participants 2010, Cripiba, Brazil

[USA]
JOURNAL OF SCIENTIFIC EXPLORATION, Vol.23, No.4, Winter, 2009

[ITALY]
GUADERNI di PARAPSICOLOGIA VOL.XLI, N.2, 2009
GUADERNI di PARAPSICOLOGIA VOL.XLI, N.unico, 2010